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The Chef Partnership commissioned some research via people analytics 

company, Humdex. Humdex is a digital HR data analysis and interpretation 

business who help companies maximise the value of their people data, they use 

trend analysis to show the impact of the market on business talent. We asked 

them to help us find out what chefs are really saying about the industry, and 

what that it means for restaurateurs who want to get the very best in the 

market.  

We all know social and other media can make a big story out of a small truth, but 

what are chefs really saying? Is it a case of “everybody is talking about it” but 

nobody is taking any action? At The Chef Partnership we challenge the status 

quo, we do not accept that because it’s always been this way, it should continue 

to be so.  Our study highlights the very low level of investment in chef wellbeing 

and people skills development by the industry. Our belief is that If we don’t take 

steps to get ahead of the retention crisis, we can kiss goodbye to top quality 

food experiences and look to become second rate on the world food map.  

Covid has highlighted the need for immediate and visible action to maintain and 

improve reputation for chefs and customers. We all know it takes a long time to 

build a good reputation and one bad experience to destroy it. This study helps to 

better understand the key development and wellbeing issues facing 

restaurateurs and chefs in a modern brigade – find out where the stress points 

are and discover a tangible way forward for restaurateurs and chefs.  

Our study shows that a shocking “74% of chefs have called in sick to work due to 

stress”, and almost “1 in 5 hospitality businesses (19%) had “low confidence” that 

their business would survive the next 3 months.”1 This presents the right 

 
1 Nestle Professional ® and CHEF ®, At Boiling point’ survey of 102 UK-based chefs. 2019.  
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ingredients for a serious decline in both the belief and attractiveness of the 

industry and an increasing lack of interest in a career in this sector. This means 

more work for those who stay in the industry, which increases stress, driving 

absence which then leads to staff exits and the retention cycle continues.  

It’s not all doom and gloom – there is a direct link between happiness and 

productivity “workers are 13% more productive when happy”2 and investing in 

your chefs is the best way to increase retention and make successful brigades. 

For example, “94% of employees said they would stay at a company longer if 

they were offered opportunities to learn and grow.”3 This means that there are 

opportunities on both sides of the retention crisis - Restaurateurs have a 

simple way to keep the talent they have, and chefs are crying out for 

personal development as well as chef skill development.   

Investing in your chefs plays a critical role in stabilising the industry and 

increasing both retention and attraction, Restaurateurs can do this by: 

● Providing an environment to grow, for example via mentoring schemes4 

● Investing in personal skills training such as leadership, stress 

management and team working skills4 

● Supporting mental and physical wellbeing both through well trained and 

fully staffed brigades and implementing mental health support systems4 

 

In conclusion: By making some simple, inexpensive investments to show that 

your chefs are people as well as food creators we can boost attraction and 

retention. The alternative is an industry that fails its best assets which are 

the people that work in it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2 Heathfield, S. How Happy Employees Make Your Business More Productive. The Balance Careers. 
2021.  
3 Van Nuys, A. LinkedIn Learning’s 5th Annual Work Place Learning Report. 2021. 
4 Kolowich Cox, L. 11 Reasons Having Friends at Work Makes You Happier. OfficeVIbe. 2017. 
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Page 3 – The Bottom Line  

 

Does it really matter – can we not just go and recruit more people? 

 

It is not just about managing high turnover; it is the cost of high turnover on 

the real bottom line of the business. At The Chef Partnership we have calculated 

that to lose just one chef can cost a business between £13,000 and £22,000 per 

annum. With an industry staff turnover of around 30% this can add up to 

between £39,000 and £66,000 per year. 

 

This excludes any calculation of loss of customers, if good chefs leave a business 

where they have helped to build the business reputation. Keeping your chefs is 

critical. A high turnover can be the difference between business survival and 

failure 

 

If we can staunch the revenue outflow on staff turnover, we can pay better and 

attract and retain those we need for the future of the industry. This is not rocket 

science, it is financial planning at the sharp end of the industry.   
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Let's make a calculation: 

 

Average salary of a chef- £25,000 - 35,000 - let’s take £30,000 as a middle 

measurement.  

 

Cost of recruitment agencies - say 10% which = £3000  

+  

Cost of loss of productivity - on average it takes 6-9 months to become 

fully effective in a business. (The Society for Human Resource Management 

(SHRM))  

 

● Month1 - 50% effective 

● Month 9 - 100% effective 

 

= Business cost salary about £4,750 in Chef salary alone   

  + 

Business cost based on a restaurant turnover of £5000 per week can 

be significant but assume loss of productivity at 5 % to 10% say £35 - £70 per 

day  

 

(9-month Period I.e. 36 weeks) £35 - £70 per day approximately £245 - £490 per 

=£8,820 - £17,630  

 

 =  

Total cost = at the lowest estimate £3000 + £4750 + £8,820 = losing just on chef 

can cost between £13,000 - £22,000  

 

Cost of losing just one chef can be as much as £22,000. 

 

If Chef turnover is say, 30% then the multiplier cost is significant. In a team of 10 

in the brigade with a 30% t/o rate the impact is between £39,000 and as much 

as £66,000 per annum! 
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Page 4 - Retention  

 

The looming crisis of the industry – retention. This study has been conducted 

during covid 2021 and during this time the pressures that have built up from a 

long Covid period have put many restaurants in a precarious position. The need 

to stay open as much as possible, appeal to every customer you can, and attract 

the right talent for your kitchen have become more crucial than ever. The 

retention crisis is a focal point for so many in the industry, but what does the 

phrase actually mean?  

A retention issue is not being able to keep your staff, but instead losing them to 

other competitors or to alternative careers. Suffering from retention issues is 

pretty standard for the industry – the average turnover is 30%. That’s 3 out of 10 

members of kitchen staff leave every year. The graph below illustrates the key 

issues affecting chef retention which we ignore at our peril. 
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Setting aside monetary costs for the moment, the impact that many face leaving 

and joining the brigade cannot be underestimated. That’s not to say restaurant 

owners aren’t investing in their staff – but maybe we need to start investing in 

people skills as well as cooking skills. Teaching your chefs how to cook more 

efficiently, how to make different wonderful food is very important but equally 

important is that If you invest solely in “chef skills” you may get practical chefs, 

but not stronger chefs, not more adaptable chefs and definitely not happier 

chefs.  

And unhappy chefs make substandard food, suffer from wellbeing and mental 

health concerns and eventually leave your kitchen and the industry, putting you 

right back at square one again.  
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Why invest in anything other than chef food skills? 

 

Some employers invest as much as 10-20% of an employee’s salary, or more, 

into training over a two-to-three-year period”5 that’s a huge investment. Let’s 

look at this in an example of a kitchen. If that chef leaves at the end of the 

second year where has all that investment gone? The answer is simple – not in 

your kitchen. So, you start again – hire another chef, wait 6-9 months for them to 

be fully effective, push aside the teamworking issues and critical people skills 

loses you have incurred and invest in your chefing skills again. But what happens 

if this chef leaves after 1 year? You are back to square one again. Investing in 

cooking skills is important, but to reap the benefit of that investment we must 

keep also invest in chef people skills to stop this cycle of lost skills and 

opportunities. Continual turnover is not only a chef skills drain, but a serious 

financial drain on the business too. “Losing employees also leads to decreased 

productivity, quite simply because you have less team members to get work done.”6 

“One of the first changes you’ll notice after losing an employee is a decrease in 

employee morale. As more employees leave, the ones remaining may have lost 

a valuable work friend, which matters more than you might think.”6 

That is not to say that some chef turnover is a bad thing! We have found that by 

keeping that door open when your chefs leave means they may feel able to 

return at a later date bringing with them new ideas. They can also put out a 

good word for your business by acknowledging what a good employer and how 

supportive you are and to create new relationships with your competitors. 

Providing your brigade bucket doesn’t have gaping holes in from a large chunk 

of chefs leaving regularly – people leaving and joining can inject new energy into 

the kitchen, give someone a chance to excel in your kitchen and give you an 

opportunity to show your staff you care about their welfare and futures beyond 

your domain. 

There are some simple changes restaurants can do NOW to drastically improve 

their retention rates. Aside from investing in personal development training 

rather than pure skills development restaurants can invest in their chefs 

mentoring skills. Our study shows that “Retention rates were significantly higher 

 
5 Kolowich Cox, L. 11 Reasons Having Friends at Work Makes You Happier. OfficeVIbe. 2017. 
https://mnwi.usi.com/Resources/Resource-Library/Resource-Library-
Article/ArtMID/666/ArticleID/782/Cost-of-employee-turnover 
6 Smith, G. Employee Retention: The real cost of losing an employee. PeopleKeep. 2021.  
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for mentees (72%) and for mentors (69%) than for employees who did not 

participate (49%)!”7 meaning that you can keep your best talent and inspire and 

train the next generation of cooks in your kitchen. Making sure your chefs have 

good quality mentoring skills can save you money and increase productivity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7 Huhman, H. Create a Corporate Mentoring Program and You May Reap the Benefits. 
Entrepreneur, Europe. 2015.  
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Wellbeing & Mental Health  

 

A well-known aspect of the hospitality industry is the fast-paced nature of 

kitchen work, the long unsocial hours and the access to alcohol and other forms 

of excess. That combined with the stresses brought on by the effects of dealing 

with retention issues can make a bustling kitchen a challenge to cope with 

mentally. 

Occupational stress can be defined as the “a physiological and psychological 

response to events or conditions in the workplace that is detrimental to health 

and well-being. It is influenced by such factors as autonomy and independence, 

decision latitude, workload, level of responsibility, job security, physical 

environment and safety, the nature and pace of work, and relationships with co-

workers and supervisors”8. And “According to the Health & Safety Executive 

(HSE), the estimated cost of sickness absence to the UK as a whole is about 

£12bn a year”9. What this means is, caring for mental health is not only a moral 

obligation for employers, but failing to do so is a serious cost to the economy. 

There is no HR in the kitchen, so when times get tough, or the stresses of the 

kitchen turn to abuse there aren’t many places a chef can turn to. Mental health 

is a critical part of wellbeing. As stated at the beginning of this study “74% of 

chefs have called in sick to work due to stress”10, to us it is clear that big steps 

need to be taken to ensure the mental health & happiness of our brigades. 

“72% of respondents said that their mental health has suffered as a result of the 

pandemic, with factors including reduced job security, loneliness, being furloughed and 

redundancy all playing a role[CB1]”11 

Our study with Humdex has shown that oftentimes when suffering from mental 

health concerns chefs feel they have nowhere to turn to. Appealing to somebody 

inside the kitchen presents its own issues – what if they are the cause of the 

issues? Or not qualified to deal with the modern stresses a chef can face? Or you 

just don’t want others to know you are having a difficult time. It is clear that it is 

now critical for any business to provide support for basic modern wellbeing 

 
8 American Psychological Association, 2020.  
9 Adisesh, A. Rawbone, R. Foxlow, J. Harris-Roberts, J. Occupational Health Standards in the 
Construction Industry. Health and Safety Executive. 2007.  
10 Nestle Professional ® and CHEF ®, At Boiling point’ survey of 102 UK-based chefs. 2019. 
11 Rayner, J. Is Being a Chef Bad for your Mental Health? The Observer. 2017.  
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concerns for their employees – especially for fast paced industries like 

hospitality.  

Our research show that getting mental and wellbeing support right will be 

critical for the future of the industry, and there are some inexpensive and 

attractive solutions that can help. For example, joining a confidential support 

network can give chefs the opportunity to talk through mental health issues, 

currently only 24% said that they had formally joined a support network11. This is 

probably due to a lack of awareness these networks.” The Chef Partnership ‘chef 

in distress’ helpline is a prime example of such a confidential and professional 

support network (link to it here) Investing in employee assistance programs like 

this helpline minimises the cost to you as a restaurateur but maximises the 

benefit to your employees – find out more here  

In addition to keeping the good chefs you have, attracting the next generation of 

chefs is always key. Only approximately 40% of millennials and Gen Zs feel their 

employers have done a poor job of supporting” their mental well-being during 

this period.”12  

There are simple measures restaurateurs can take to improve the wellbeing of 

their chefs and invest in the future and a stronger brigade at the same time. The 

key factor is fostering an atmosphere of acceptance and support. You can 

achieve this by taking steps to reduce the stresses in the kitchen by doing things 

like tackling your retention issues, investing in personal development, providing 

access to wellbeing and mental health professionals via memberships [CB2] and 

instituting mentoring schemes. 

All of these elements combine to create not only an environment to excel but a 

happy and progressive kitchen, a kitchen that people want to come a work in 

and the kitchen your chef alumni sing praises of in their next adventure. It’s a 

small world, and good news travels fast. 

 

 

 

 
12 Hyman, A. Happiness in Hospitality, 2020-2021. Code Hospitality, 2021.  

https://www.thechefpartnership.com/eap
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Mentoring  

 

We challenge anyone reading this to think of someone who has helped you in 

your career, given you some good practical advice or just been there for a 

venting session? We can all benefit from good advice, and mentoring is so 

important especially in the organised chaos of the kitchen.  

 

We have found that having a formalised and accredited mentor program both 

develops the individual chiefs, kitchen managers and others as well as providing 

invaluable help and support to others who will benefit from the help and advice 

of more experienced colleagues. It’s not a one-way street though - Mentoring 

can help you organise your skills and knowledge for the benefit of others in 

the industry.  

 

“A 2013 Vestrics study examined responses from more than 830 mentees and 

some 670 mentors. Employee retention rates climbed 69 percent for the 

mentors and 72 percent for the mentees over the seven-year period of the 

study. The increased retention resulted in a savings of $6.7 billion in avoided 

staff turnover and replacement costs.”13 

We want experienced brigade members like chefs and kitchen managers to have 

the best possible tools to be able to share their skills and knowledge with others 

in the industry to help to develop and supportive a creative kitchen culture to 

help attract and retain talent in the industry. 

 

In a study done looking at how mentoring can contribute to retention of great 

employees, and equip your support your chefs in the kitchen:  

● Employees who participated in the program were five times more likely to 

advance in pay grade, and mentors made even more progress.14 

● Mentees were promoted five times more than those not in the program, and 

mentors six times more.14 

● Retention rates were significantly higher for mentees (72%) and for mentors 

(69%) than for employees who did not participate (49%)!”14 

It’s great to support others and mentoring can contribute to retention of great 

employees for your employer and helps you support your colleagues in the 

industry. It is also good for your own development as a chef, a team member 

and as a leader.  

 

 
13 Huhman, H. Create a Corporate Mentoring Program and You May Reap the Benefits. 
Entrepreneur, Europe. 2015. 
14 Beheshti.N. Improve Workplace Culture With A Strong Mentoring Program. Forbes, Jan 2019 
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Conclusion 

 

The industry faces a critical few years with wake up calls around retention and 

attraction at its core. To be successful restaurateurs must take positive steps to 

tackle the issues that are driving experienced people way from the industry and 

that are failing to attract new blood for the future. The solutions are clear and 

practical: 

1.  Retain what you have by offering a more attractive working environment 

that shows you have listened to the needs of your chefs  

a. Fair pay 

b. Development of chefs as people as well as cooks 

c. Help and support with industry stressors by offering professional 

support and advice 

d. Use existing experienced chefs to develop both new and existing 

talent via mentoring 

e. Invest in people skills in the kitchen – how we work matters   

2. Attract the best and be able to show how you invest in the future of your 

kitchen brigade 

a. Fair pay 

b. Mentoring 

c. People as well as chef skills development 

d. Teamwork development  

e. Offer mental health support 

 

At the Chef Partnership we recognise that delivering on these needs are not 

economically viable for each individual restaurant or hospitality venue. We offer 

a partnership approach whereby working together we supply the means and 

deliver the environment to help you attract and retain what you need for future 

success.  

 

If you have any questions or want to know more about the study or who we are 

please visit us at www.thechefpartnership.com or email 

info@thechefpartnership.com  

http://www.thechefpartnership.com/
mailto:info@thechefpartnership.com

